
It has never been easier to embellish your sewing projects, 
clothing, crafting and scrapbooking. Create custom embroidery, add 
rhinestones, design and cut appliqués and more!

Envelope
Add 3D effects to your embroidery designs using the 
envelope module, available only with Artistic Premium.

Monogramming
Create truly unique monograms using our 
Intertwined Monogramming feature. 

Control and Edit overlapping letters 
and symbols with this patent-

pending innovation.

Embellishment, sewing and crafting enthusiasts 

will find everything they need to fulfill their creative 

vision with the Artistic Software Collection. This truly 

unique software bundle unites many sewing and craft 

applications into one powerful solution.

Pair Artistic Software with a Digital Cutter to cut a  

wide variety of materials, including card stock,  

paper, rhinestone templates, stencils, iron-on vinyl,  

fabric, and more.

Fill shapes with crystals using six varieties of rhinestone fill styles  

or create stunning embroidery designs by adding single line outlines  

of crystals.

Artistic software is compatible with most embroidery, graphic, and 

vector format images. Decorate for your next party or create your own 

unique home décor. With Artistic Software the possibilities are endless. 

Fabric Cutting  
Design and cut appliqué for garments, quilt blocks, and home 
dec projects using your digital cutter and the Appliqué Stitch.

Print & Cut
Easily cut out embroidery 
designs, pictures, graphics 
and original drawings in full 
color using a personal printer 
and a digital cutter. 

Paper Crafting
Create stencils, invitations, 
decorations, centerpieces, 
wall art, and scrapbooking 
projects with SimpleCut and a 
digital cutter.

Embroidery
3,500 embroidery designs are included with Artistic Suite. Digitize and edit embroidery 
designs. Artistic Suite is the perfect addition to your next project.
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Go Ahead…
with Artistic Premium, Suite, SimpleCut and Monogram



Go Ahead...Be An Artist.

Software

Premium Suite

SimpleCut Monogram

Additional Accessories

 An upgrade to Artistic Suite, Premium 
adds three new modules for serious 
crafting. The Text Editing module gives 
users enhanced text editing capabilities. 
Utilize the Digitizing module to create  
and edit embroidery designs. Use the 
Artistic module to create 3D designs  
using the envelope feature along with 
different fill options.

Embellishment, sewing and crafting 
enthusiasts will find everything they need to 
fulfill their creative vision with Artistic Suite 
Software. This truly unique software bundle 
unites many sewing and crafting applications 
into one powerful solution. 

Easily create your own personalized crafts 
and projects using Artistic Simplecut 
Software. Create your own designs for 
cutting a wide variety of materials, 
including cardstock, paper, rhinestone 
templates, stencils, iron-on vinyl fabric 
and more. 

Easily add custom monograms to any project 
with Artistic Monogram software. This user-
friendly program lets you create personalized 
embellishments with professional results. Use 
the intertwined monogram feature to overlap 
and edit letters and symbols. 

There are many great accessories to go along with the software; you can 
easily get started today with the Artistic Crystals Starter kit, Rhinestones 2 
Go, and the Artistic Press.

Visit ArtisticCreativeProducts.com for more details, videos, projects, available accessories and more!

Edge Digital Cutter
The Artistic Edge offers you an endless amount of options for 
every kind of crafter! The included Artistic SimpleCut software-
Artistic Edge version can do much more than just basic editing. 
Feel free to use imported designs, one of the 3,500 built in 
designs, or create your own from scratch! Scrapbookers will love 
the ability to create custom shapes, quilters will love creating 
one step appliqué, and decoraters will love the projects that 
they can create for the home!


